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Recomended Singles:
1. Dear Friend
4. The Quest

LAVODRAMA
ZURICH
With "It's close, that's what matters" (BCore, 07) this trio made us jump

Tracklist:
1. Dear Friend

from our seat with a discharge of energic post-hardcore that we hadn't

2. The Basement Days
3. Anger

heard since the days of Aina. Grown up musically at the Arrebato punk

4. The Quest

showroom in Zaragoza, after experiences in bands like Waco or William,

5. Collectors

they became without noticing one of the most representative outfits from

Selling Points:

Zaragoza's hardcore scene, hand in hand with Persona. Playing every-

- Third release of this young trio from Zaragoza,

where around Spain with Nueva Vulcano, Delorean or No More Lies, their

after their self-relesased debut EP and their debut
album for BCore "It's close, that's what matters"

live performance impressed the group Medications from Dischord

(2007)

Records, who brought them on a tour together around Europe. With such

- Dozens of concerts around Spain and a whole

an energy injection, they went to Ultramarinos Costa Brava Studios to

european tour with Medications on Dischord

record five new tracks with Santi Garcia as a brilliant end of season hap-

Records

pening. Santi not only played the engineer but also became responsible
- Produced and arranged by Santi Garcia and
Victor Garcia at Ultramarinos Costa Brava
Studios, Sant Feliu de Guíxols.

of most of the arrangements in the recording, and his brother Victor on
piano gave to this EP a twist into the intelligible, a little more brightness
to their complex and smart sound. Youthful adrenaline, twisted in some
moments and measured in others, that makes us think of Kerosene 454
or Bluetip. A little gift in the shape of an EP to remind us that they're back
to the front, with more mature songs, more concrete, with a total control
over dissonance, explicit lyrics and instrumental landscapes richer than
ever, to let us still believe in youth as the main value of underground.
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